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Press Release  
 

Szrek2Solutions obtained patent for selling lottery tickets from 
POS terminals 

 
East Greenwich, RI, March 22, 2010:  Szrek2Solutions LLC has been granted a US patent # 7,627,497 
titled ‘Method for selling lottery tickets from a POS terminal’. The patent encompasses a method and 
system for selling game of chance tickets at a standard POS cash register and can be used for both 
lottery and other social games.  
 
The patented method covers scanning of barcode or other readable means to generate a lottery wager 
at a standard POS cash register. Barcode is printed on a previously produced lottery ticket or game 
voucher that can be generated by a commercial printer or a player. Player can use an in-store kiosk, a 
self-service terminal, a standard gaming terminal, or even a personal computer to obtain the game 
voucher. The voucher barcode contains predefined selections registered in the gaming system and is 
used to activate wagers at the cash register via standard means of scanning the barcode. To complete 
a transaction POS issues a receipt with included security indicia. 
 
The patented method and system has potential application for sale of customer selected game 
outcomes and computer generated game selections, such as Quick Picks, at a cash register without any 
additional equipment in the supermarket lane or any custom software in the cash register, without 
exposing ticket security and with additional benefits of age control and integrated accounting. This 
approach was successfully deployed by major international lotteries. 
  
Szrek2Solutions holds other important patents related to gaming and secure RNG. Szrek2Solution’s 
main product line Trusted product suite, includes Trusted Draw™ - secure electronic draw system, 
Trusted Play™ -secure high performance RNG server, Trusted Transactions™ - securing lottery 
transactions and Trusted Ticket™ - providing authentication of lottery tickets and receipts, and 
companion products: Trusted Audit™ - verification system mathematically proving integrity of drawing, 
betting and instant winnings, and Trusted Monitor™- system securely monitoring other Trusted 
product systems. 
 
 Szrek2Solutions (www.szrek.com) is a private, international consultancy and product supplier 
dedicated to secure solutions for the gaming industry. Headquartered in RI, USA, Szrek2Solutions 
offers product implementation, delivery, support, and consulting services in the area of system and 
data security, system architecture and design, game design and other. Szrek2Solutions customers 
include Danske Spil, Lottomatica, Florida Lottery, South Carolina Educational Lottery, and Kansas 
Lottery. 
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